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FOREWORD
◆

A gallery owner once famously wrote that towards the end of 
a career in business an art dealer was left with two things:  pictures  
that he has been unable to sell and stories that he must not tell. 
Well, in my father’s case, it transpired that there were indeed tales  
that could be told, and he related many of them in the memoir,  
“Reminiscences of an Art Dealer”, published in 1993 by the  
Walter Klinkhoff Gallery.  He was surprised and delighted with 
the response to this booklet of anecdotes and vignettes, so much so 
that, almost two years later, and once again restlessly convalescing  
from a hip replacement surgery (a much slower process at that time), 
he contemplated a sequel.  Therefore, he again put pen to paper,  
although in his case, and in those days, it was more accurately an  
exercise of applying his fingers to a manual Remington typewriter.  
He subsequently presented me with the unfinished manuscript, to 
which he had given the title, “Afterthoughts”.  He directed only that  
I should do with it whatever I wished.  I have often wondered why he 
didn’t request that “Afterthoughts” also be published, as the Walter 
Klinkhoff Gallery, by this time being successfully run by my brother  
Alan and myself, would have been only too pleased to do.  My own 
view, after twenty-five years of contemplation and of constantly  
returning to the pages with my father’s words, is that he wasn’t 
convinced that a readership would find his experiences and  
insights to be very interesting!  I now know that he was wrong, once  
again misjudging the curiosity of a public that has come to revere  
Walter Klinkhoff’s accomplishments in the world of Canadian 
Art.  This lack of professional ego would align my father with the  
illustrious Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler (gallerist and agent for Picasso,  
among others), who wrote: “I have often been asked to write  
memoirs.  For a long time I resisted out of some kind of modesty,  
but now it seems to me that what I had to tell, more about my  
travelling companions than about myself, did perhaps deserve to be  
recorded.”

The text that follows was written by my father twenty-five years 
ago.  It was never completed, neither have I updated it, only editing 
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minimally.  Finally, in the same way that my father, in “Reminiscences 
of an Art Dealer”, thanked his wife, Gertrude, for the support that she 
gave him throughout his career, I note my own immense gratitude 
to this same woman, my mother, who continues to this day with her  
support in my gallery.

Eric Klinkhoff
August 2019

AFtERthOughts 
to  Reminiscences of an Art Dealer

In the little volume of Reminiscences published in 1993,  
I deliberately did not mention living artists whom we are representing 
or with whose heirs we are in constant touch.

◆

I now turn my attention to some of the Canadian artists I visited  
frequently.  Lorne Bouchard, Robert Pilot, and Franklin Arbuckle were 
among the first, Arthur Lismer, A.Y. Jackson, and Edwin Holgate were 
visited by me in their studios regularly, always with the purpose of  
buying, of course.  Goodridge Roberts and Stanley Cosgrove usually 
had paintings for me, as did Harold Beament and Oscar de Lall, both  
of whom shared studio spaces with Robert Pilot.  We held several  
exhibitions for Bruce Le Dain, who is almost a neighbour of ours in 
Hampstead.  His nice studio is a frequent port of call, particularly after 
his sketching trips, so as to have the best selection of the new work.  
With stANLEY COsgROVE, I always had to exercise much patience.  
When he had three or four paintings he expected me to take them all 
and give him the cheque, but if I only liked two, things became difficult.  
However, I would not budge and would only buy what I liked and I 
was uncompromising.  For a long time after such an incident, I could 
get nothing from Stanley.  Fortin I have already mentioned in my earlier 
volume.  In Toronto, I always visited William Winter and, for a short 
time, Adrian Dingle.  In Fredericton, the Bobaks were always on my list, 
and also Tom Forestall until, following an exhibition with us, his wife 
Natalie became too ambitious for us, price-wise.  She also wanted us to 
organize exhibitions in Paris, London, and New York, for which we were 
in no way equipped.  In Canada, unfortunately, the market is restricted 
and only the government with taxpayers’ money can undertake such 
projects abroad.

In Paris, where I was several times every year to buy 
French paintings, I visited Joseph Plaskett, usually in order to plan  
exhibitions, but he sometimes had some paintings also between 
shows.  BORDuAs  I visited less frequently, mainly because he died 

Walter H. Klinkhoff with Arthur Lismer, Edwin Holgate, and A.Y. Jackson
(from left to right)
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soon after my first few visits.  He was painting at that time enormous  
black and white compositions with fine painterly qualities. Even 
so, when abstract paintings lack colour, there is little left as far as 
I am concerned.  Smaller canvases I did buy, they were usually  
$300.  The large canvases were strictly for museums and could 
hardly be handled by dealers or private buyers.  When in Southern  
France I visited JEAN DALLAIRE in Vence.  He was drinking a lot 
of wine in those days and one had to get to see him early in the day,  
certainly before noon.  I liked his oils better than his gouaches, an opinion  
I no longer hold.  Jean was painting very little in oils then and I should 
have bought more of the gouaches.

BEss hARRIs was looking after the business side for her 
husband, who was never available and whom I never met.  She 
owned all the sketches because Lawren had wanted to abandon  
and burn them when they left the Studio Building to live in  
Vancouver.  The canvases, and probably a great deal more, were 
in a trust and would go to the sons of the previous marriage.  She 
had mentioned to me twice that her husband was dying but as it 

happened she pre-deceased him, making the succession simpler.   
In Saint John, I bought paintings from Jack Humphrey and  
arranged two exhibitions.  Miller Brittain never showed me anything 
I really wanted.  He had an agent who got all his best work and sold 
it in the Maritime provinces.  ERNst NEuMANN was a fine etcher 
and figure painter, not really a landscape painter.  He must have had 
a very hard time, but was very proud.  In his studio he once had 
a very large upright painting that I liked so much that had it been 
smaller, I would have bought it for myself.  At any rate, it would have 
been difficult to sell, the subject being a little bizarre.  It was an excel-
lent portrait of Goodridge Roberts sitting in a chair, wearing a jacket 
and tie, and next to him a very attractive girl standing, wearing not a  
stitch of clothing.

A stockbroker in Montreal who had become a good  
customer of ours had acquired a fairly large collection of quite valuable  
paintings from us.  He had been to school with Ernst Neumann,  
met him at times, and realized that his school friend was in 
dire straits.  He told me that he wanted to buy a few paintings  
from him just to help him.  I was to make an appointment.  I told Ernst 
that I would come with Fred Juster, who wanted to buy these paintings,  
and that I was not accompanying Fred as a dealer and wanted no  
commission, but was asked to come along to give advice.  Ernst,  
possibly realizing the motive behind our visit, made it quite  
impossible for Fred to buy anything.  One painting was not quite  
finished, he said,  another one we liked was not for sale, yet another had 
to have the sky repainted, and so it went on.  Had Ernst let me do the  
talking Fred would have bought for a good deal of money, which Ernst, 
with his iron bed in the corner of the studio, obviously needed, but it was 
no use and Fred had to get back to his office.  Shortly thereafter Neumann  
received a government grant to spend a year in Europe and very  
suddenly died in the South of France.

◆

I once bought a particularly nice KRIEghOFF in a Christie’s  
auction in London, England.  I thought it must be one of the many  
Krieghoffs British officers and others employed in the colonial  
service had taken back to Britain as mementos of their over-seas  

Lawren harris (1885-1970)
North Shore, Lake Superior, c. 1923
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service.  No provenance had been given in the catalogue, and as there 
was no problem about authenticity, I bought the picture, hoping to be 
able to satisfy my curiosity about provenance later, if possible. I was 
surprised to read in the “Daily Telegraph” the following day a most  
unusual story:  An itinerant dealer had wrung the doorbell of a cottage 
in the country.  Seeing and probably recognizing the painting as having 
considerable value, he offered to buy it for a small sum.  The old lady 
did not consent to sell but telephoned Christie’s, whose expert told her 
she could expect to get several thousand pounds at auction and she had 
agreed.  Apparently, as a young woman, she had been a servant with 
a family in Westmount.  She was to be married in England, and on her  
departure from Montreal her employers had given her this painting, 
which they had never greatly valued.  In those days Krieghoffs were 
hanging in coach houses, whereas on panelled walls of the main residence  
Highland cattle and other pastoral scenes, all European of course, were 
proudly displayed.  The newspaper went on to report that a Canadian 
art dealer had made the purchase.

On another occasion, an art dealer I always visited in  
London had offered me a small Krieghoff which I bought.  This is 
the story he told me about it:  it was in the period of the early sixties,  
much before the boom in art prices had started and art dealers were 
having quite a difficult time, slowly emerging from the Depression  
and war years.  This London dealer was living south of the river 
and took the train every morning to open his shop.  He spotted an  
advertisement about a house sale not far from his home.  Some paintings  
of no interest to him were mentioned, but also the name Krieghoff  
appeared.  He asked his wife to look at the pictures, although she did 
not know much about them.  The sale would take place the following 
day.  When he went to the sale, he bought the picture for very little 
and rushed to the railway station to get the next train.  In the evening,  
he told his wife that although he had not seen a single customer all 
day, he still had had much success because he had bought the little  
Krieghoff, which he knew he could sell very well to Canadian art dealers.   
His wife was astonished and asked, since this was really such a good 
buy, why had he not bought the second picture also.  He had no idea that 
there had been two, but he managed to find out who the lucky buyer  
of the second Krieghoff had been.  Concocting some story about having  
bid on the wrong one, he offered a considerable profit but the new 
owner had by then formed an exaggerated opinion of the value of his  
Krieghoff and showed him the door!

When I was still in my first little gallery on Union Avenue, I had 
been away for a couple of days and upon my return my secretary told 
me that a lady had been in asking questions about a little Krieghoff, 
”Indian Trapper”, that we had in the window.  She was astonished 
about the high price, mentioned that she had exactly the same picture 
and had, in fact, a pair of Indian figures.  She asked to be called upon 
my return.  On the telephone she expressed concern that either her  
picture or mine, or maybe both, were copies.  I asked her to let me see her 
pair of Indian figures and she brought them in promptly.  It turned out 
that her pair were of quite exceptionally fine quality, similar but certainly  
not exactly like ours, and I offered to buy them.  She and her husband,  
a newly appointed law professor at McGill, had just recently arrived  
in Montreal, were in the process of furnishing an apartment, and were 
very much in need of money.  They were thrilled about the value of 
their pictures and were going to sell, quite understandably, to the  

Cornelius Krieghoff (1815-1872)
A Pioneer Homestead, 1853
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highest bidder.  Since it was the picture in my window that had 
brought the matter to their attention, they promised to allow me to 
equal any bid they would receive.  The woman’s in-laws had a house 
full of paintings, and upon leaving England they had been given  
permission to take any painting or even a pair of small ones, and  
without the slightest idea about the value of the pictures they had  
picked these to take to Canada.  They had no idea that they had been 
painted here.  I ended up with only one of them, the other going to  
Dominion Galleries.  The couple told me later that they had actually 
bought a small car with the money they considered a “windfall”.

◆

ROBERt PILOt’s paintings always appealed to me very much.  
They revealed a refined taste and great skill that was acquired at an early 
age while painting with his stepfather, Maurice Cullen.  At sixteen years 
of age he already was a mature artist.  His favourite international artist 
was Camille Pissarro, in Canada it was Albert Robinson.  He often said 
that anyone can learn to paint, not everyone can become an artist.

 Pilot had his studio on Peel Street, very close to my first gallery  
on Union Avenue and even closer when I had moved the gallery to  
Sherbrooke Street.  I visited him frequently, particularly after he had 
come back from his sketching trips to Quebec, but also at other times 
when he was working on his larger canvases.  When I arrived, always 
by appointment, his wife was usually there also.  Relations between 
artists’ wives and art dealers can sometimes be difficult and Mrs. Pilot  
and I did not get along particularly well.  I knew that Pilot was not giving  
paintings on consignment, his prices were known to me and there was 
never any bargaining.  However, I naturally always wanted to buy the 
best paintings available, moreover I wanted them all and Mrs. Pilot put 
on the brakes, usually saying that this or that canvas she wanted for  
herself.  Pilot never tried to sell anything and it was up to me.  I could 
have been in and out of his studio very quickly, but this would have  
offended.  I was never asked why I liked one canvas better than another 
and was under the impression that comments were not welcome.

 One day, however, I saw in the studio a large canvas of a love-
ly subject, the location of which was about half a block away from his  
studio.  It was a view looking up Peel Street in winter at dusk.  One feature 

about it disturbed me - there was a large advertising sign overhanging  
the street from the south-east corner of Peel Street and Sherbrooke 
Street.  Pilot had painted it as it looked.  For once, I decided to make a 
comment and said:  “I love this painting and would like to have it but  
I find this large sign disturbing”.  I expected he would reply that if I did 
not like it, I just should not buy it.  Instead, he looked at the painting  
and said:  “I think you have something there, I will paint it out.  Come 
back tomorrow”.  I did buy it, of course, and it is the well-known  
“Peel Street, Winter”, no. 55 in the 1968 Pilot Retrospective Exhibition, 
where it is illustrated in colour in the catalogue.  Bartlett Morgan, whose 
family home had been just a little bit higher up on Peel Street, bought it 
from me.

Pilot had frequently told me how he automatically transposes 
elements of a composition or eliminates details so as to accentuate the 
essential.  He always mentioned that a tree might be in a different spot 
or had been left out altogether and this is what made me suggest the 
elimination of the sign.  

Robert W. Pilot (1898-1967)
Peel Street, Winter, 1952
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Another visit to Pilot’s studio comes to mind.  The artist had been 
away sketching, first in October at Mont Tremblant, then at Baie St. Paul  
and Quebec City, which were both already under a heavy blanket  
of snow.  He showed me quite a number of new winter scenes, also  
canvases, some in progress and others already finished.  I made some 
choices, as usual, and as I knew the prices, they were not discussed.   
I happened to notice in the back of the studio two very colourful  
canvases, with autumn foliage in vivid hues of reds and yellows and  
Mont Tremblant in the background.  I liked them and asked if I could  
purchase them.  He replied that I could have only one and that he would 
have to charge me a considerably higher price.  It was puzzling to me  
why I should be charged a higher price for the autumn landscapes and  
the explanation given was this:  “I had gone up to Mont Tremblant to  
paint the fall colours and stayed at the Manoir Pinoteau.  The first week 
there, the colours were completely red with little contrast and impossible  
to paint.  I knew I had to wait for the first frost when the leaves begin to fall,  
so I waited another week when suddenly severe cold weather set in and 
the leaves came down far too quickly.  I was only able to paint these 
two fall scenes for this year and you should have seen my bar bill at  
Pinoteau’s.  For the next six months I will be able to paint snow scenes.”  
I saw his point and paid the price.  

Pilot’s winter scenes, like those of quite a number of our best  
artists, are usually the most popular amongst collectors and are often,  
it must be admitted, the best.  Victor Hammer, the New York dealer, once 
told me that in many years in business in New York, he had never been 
able to sell a snow scene.  I had replied to him that without snow scenes 
I would be starving in Canada.

◆

ALBERt ROBINsON  had been my favourite Canadian artist  
for a long time.  He once told me a story which illustrates well how  
artists who may have started a canvas with high ambitions nearly  
always are disappointed in the end.  

Like the Renaissance artists who wanted to paint a picture  
to convert the heathen,  only to find out that this cannot be done, so 
every artist starting with a blank canvas wants, at least, to paint his 
best picture ever.  Robinson had painted the now famous “Returning  

from Easter Mass” and was disappointed with the result.  Neighbours  
had recently invited him for Christmas dinner and as they had  
no paintings on their walls, he gave them the picture as a gift.  
Months later his friends still had not hung the picture and it was 
a fair assumption that they did not like it.  When Robinson received  
a request from the Art Gallery of Ontario, who wanted to buy a  
painting, he asked for it back and his neighbours were only too  
delighted to oblige.  He sold it for $300, which was his price at that  
time, and it is without doubt one of the finest paintings he ever painted. 

◆

My son Eric and I had to travel to New York to show a small  
painting by Renoir to a client.  After clearing it through U.S. Customs  
at the Dorval Airport, we thought it would be safer in the suitcase  

Albert h. Robinson (1881-1956)
Moonlight, St. Fidèle, c. 1925
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rather than carrying it on the plane by hand.  At La Guardia  
Airport, Eric took the suitcase off the conveyor belt and we took 
a taxi to the Plaza Hotel where we were staying.  Upon opening  
the suitcase, we were dumbstruck, finding it full of ladies’ shoes.  In 
consternation, we telephoned Eastern Airlines.  A lady was still waiting  
anxiously, worried about her shoes.  Her case was identical but she 
had noticed the switch at the airport.  As it happened, she was going to 
stay at the Hotel Pierre just about across the street from the Plaza.  We  
arranged to take her case over and make the exchange there.  She was 
greatly relieved.   I do not know to this day if she had realized that  
she could have bought a whole shoe shop with the proceeds from  
the Renoir.

◆

DON’t tRAVEL WIth CAsh. On one of my European 
trips, I had to make an overnight stop in London in order to look at 
a painting, before going on to Paris, where I had a heavy schedule  
and wanted to pick up a painting of considerable value.  My usual 
predicament in making a shipment was that there would be several 
weeks’ delay for packing and export papers.  After a week, I would 
find that the painting often had not even been picked up by the  
shippers and the cost of these services, including insurance, always 
came to about $1000.  Whenever possible, I had paintings packaged,  
travelled with them, and had them in the gallery on arrival.

In this instance, I intended to inspect the painting in Paris 
before making payment, but the owner had told me categorically  
that he would not give it up before my cheque had been cashed or 
the draft paid.  I decided that the easiest would be to bring cash 
as everything else takes several days to organize.  I ordered the 
U.S.$ notes and a bank messenger brought me $35,000 in $100 bills 
and I travelled the same day.  It was evening when I checked in 
at the Ritz Hotel in London, which at the time was my favourite  
hotel.  I liked the location, the rooms, the service, and the English  
breakfast was outstanding.  The haddock cooked in milk, the toast, 
marmalade, and even the tea seemed to me better than elsewhere!   
I checked the parcel of bank notes in my suitcase, which had a good 
lock.  I was booked on an early flight to Paris and had to leave the hotel  

very early.  The bell captain told me that at that time it was unlikely 
anyone would be available to open the hotel safe for me.  I did not think 
anyone knew I was travelling with so much money, forgetting about 
the bank messenger in Montreal and the risk that my suitcase could be 
opened in my absence of a few hours.

 I took a taxi to a place in Hampstead and bought a painting 
from a Canadian theatre producer who was living in London.  It was 
midnight when I got back to the hotel.  I arranged an early wake-up call 
and inspected the parcel in my case once more.  The lock gave me a little 
trouble and maybe it was only in retrospect but I seem to remember a 
moment of suspicion that it had been tampered with.  The parcel was in 
its place and I locked the case once again.  I am sure I hooked the door 
chain in place for added security.  The room had a window, not to the 
outside, but to the main corridor and this I did not check before going to 
bed, as I was very tired by then.

When I woke up it was extremely late for catching my plane, the 
wake-up call had not been made.  Angry that I might miss my flight, I  
ordered a taxi, threw everything into my case and, paying my bill in a 
great hurry, expressed my displeasure.  The hall porter, very calm and 
not at all apologetic, almost cynically wished me a pleasant journey.   
I am sure he had something to do with giving someone the key to my 
room when I was out and not making the wake-up call, hoping I would 
leave in a hurry this way.  Only at my hotel in Paris did I notice that 
the money had disappeared.  I returned to London to make a police 
report and the detective just laughed.  “There is no lock the experienced 
thief cannot open in a few minutes. Someone will have a good time in  
Bermuda or Las Vegas soon”.  I may have been followed from Montreal.   
The messenger may have had some connection and would get  
something for tipping off specialists.  The police thought I was lucky  
I did not have the money on my person, I might have ended up in a ditch 
somewhere.  “They kill for much less”.  I had learned a costly lesson.

 I like to think of risks in terms of percentages, decide which 
route to take, whether to take insurance, which I usually don’t,  
or whether to travel with much cash rather than having to waste  
two days making arrangements for transfers or cashing of drafts.  The  
percentages may have been in my favour but I had acted too casually 
and was robbed anyway.  It could have happened at any hotel.
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◆

DON’t LEAVE YOuR tRAVELLERs ChEQuEs IN hOtEL  
ROOMs.  Some months later, I again was staying at the Ritz, and  
after finishing my work there I was planning a week of skiing.  As snow 
conditions change rapidly, I was only going to decide on the last day 
where I was going to ski, and as it turned out weather and snow were  
reported best in the Engadin.  I telephoned to book a room at the Suvretta 
House in St. Moritz and on arrival telephoned my wife.  She had been 
anxious to get my call, she said, because Interpol had telephoned her  
repeatedly, wanting to know where they could get in touch with me.   
I had been robbed!  A man was being held in jail in London but would  
have to be released very soon if charges were not filed.  My travellers 
cheques had been stolen.  I was astonished to hear this and reaching  
in my pocket found my book of cheques.  I told my wife that there  
must be some mistake because I had my travellers cheques. 

Before very long my telephone started to ring repeatedly.  
American Express called from London, Frankfurt, and Zurich.  They  
gave me the numbers of the travellers cheques that were signed by me.   
At last I realized that, indeed, they were the last three $100 cheques  
from my book which contained maybe twenty more.  I may never have 
discovered the theft.  A man countersigning a travellers cheque a little  
awkwardly was reported by an alert and courageous bank teller.  A 
search of his room was made and other travellers cheques were found.  
These had belonged to people who had occupied the room next to mine 
at the Ritz.  They were also travelling and could not be traced.  Amer-
ican Express told me that they had been looking for this man for some 
years and that he had cost them much money.  He turns up in various  
cities in Europe and North America, contacts maids and gives them a few  
dollars for travellers cheques they steal in the guests’ rooms they 
make up.  Forging signatures quite well, he usually managed to cash 
the cheques, one at a time.  I later read that the man in question was  
convicted to a jail term.

I telephoned the manager of the Ritz in London, telling him of my 
experience, the floor and room I had occupied, etc.  The police must have 
spoken to him also about the people in the next room whose travellers 
cheques were found in possession of the thief.  I had spoken to the same 
manager before when the cash had been stolen.  On the telephone he 

professed never to have heard of such a thing.  He knew nothing of any 
robbery, I must have stayed at another hotel!

By coincidence, in my gallery, I mentioned to a couple we knew 
well and who had just recently come back from London that I had been 
robbed at the Ritz.  Mr and Mrs. Meredith Smith had also stayed at the 
Ritz on the same floor and had also been robbed.  All of Mrs. Smith’s 
jewelry had been stolen under similar circumstances as my cash.  She 
laughed about it.  She was fully insured and enjoyed replacing the jewels.   
I now stay at another hotel in London.

◆

gOODRIDgE ROBERts, like most good artists, followed  
a set routine.  He painted at Georgian Bay most summers until it got too 
cold and he then returned to Montreal.  I kept in close touch and usually 
knew when he would be back.  As soon as possible I would go to see 
him, always trying to be the first so as to be able to buy what I thought 
were the best pictures.  Jack Wildridge of the Roberts Gallery in Toronto 
always tried to beat me to it but with the Roberts’  house being on my 
route driving to work, I had the advantage.

Apart from the previous season’s paintings, I often pulled out of 
the rack a small painting of a female nude lying in the sunshine on the 
grass.  Obviously painted on the spot from life, it was a charming work.  
Enough of the face revealed that Joan, his wife, had posed.  Every time 
that I offered to buy the painting, Goodridge pushed it back on the rack 
saying it was not for sale.  One day I had to drop off a painting I had 
bought which Goodridge had forgotten to sign.  Goodridge was not 
there at that time, but I mentioned to Joan that I wanted to buy the little 
nude study.  She seemed surprised and said I could have it for the usual 
price.  When I brought it to the gallery I was quite delighted when Trudy, 
my wife, said:  “Walter, this is really nice, let’s buy it for ourselves”.  This 
had really been my intention, and to this day we have it and derive as 
much pleasure from it as only a very good painting will give.

◆

When I was still in my first gallery on Union Avenue I had 
come back from Paris with a few small works by tsuguhARu  
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FOuJItA. This Japanese-born French artist had come to my attention  
like so many others who exhibited annually in the Salon,  
“Les peintres témoin de leur temps”.  Charming subjects, frequently  
young children or very young looking pretty Madonnas against a 
gold leaf background, superbly drawn.  I always remembered them  
long after seeing them, when most other pictures were already  
forgotten.  Whenever possible, I bought paintings from Foujita, usually  
small formats, but that year he had nothing to give me as he was to 
exhibit at Galerie Paul Pétridès and had turned over all his finished  
pictures.  At Pétridès,  few pictures had been sold and he was very  
pleased to sell me several.  In Montreal not long after, a Mr. Patenaude  
asked me the price of a small Foujita and I remember that it was $800.   
He promptly bought it and told me how he had always liked Foujita’s  
paintings, and as a student in Paris he could have bought them for  
$50 which he did not have to spare.  Now, he said, he could afford 
the price and was very pleased.  Years went by until one day I saw an  
obituary in the papers that Mr. Patenaude of Patenaude Automobile  
Ltée had died.  It was not long before Mrs. Patenaude, having seen  
our label on the back of the frame, telephoned to ask if I would be able 
to sell it for her.  I told her I might be able to get her $30,000 for it.   I was 
on my way to go skiing in France so left the painting with Pétridès.  The 
Japanese had by then started to buy French paintings in large numbers  
as an investment.  When I returned, Pétridès gave me a cheque, told me 
he had sold it to to a Japanese client.  I was pleased with this successful  
mission and so was Mrs. Patenaude, who had not quite believed my 
estimate could have been realistic.

◆

The question asked over the telephone was whether I would be  
interested in buying a very large painting that was signed “FRANK 
JOhNstON”.  Quite enthusiastically, I replied that I certainly would  
be.  Less than half an hour after this telephone conversation, a young  
man arrived, carrying a roll about 150 cm long.  He quickly laid out a  
large canvas on the carpet.  It was a marvellous early Johnston, but 
every five inches or so a vertical crack disfigured the image.  Relining  
would restore the painting almost to perfection and I decided to 
buy the picture, if possible.  It was obvious that the painting had 
been rolled up and brutally flattened.  When I asked the young man  

how he could explain the damage I got a surprising answer. He told 
me he had for some reason accidentally lifted a loose floorboard at his  
residence in a McGill fraternity house and had found the picture under 
the board.  This raised some concern on my part and I asked him what 
made him think he had ownership title, the precept “finders keepers” 
might, in his case, not apply.  The young man rolled up his canvas and 
was out of the gallery more quickly than I had seen anybody take his 
leave.  I have not seen this nice and valuable painting since.

◆

During one of our annual stock inventory verifications, several  
pictures could not be accounted for.  They were all small and we  
suspected theft.  Amongst periodic visitors to the gallery I had noticed 
a tall good-looking man in his late thirties who, like many other visitors 
we get, seemed to enjoy looking at the paintings on view.  One day  
we had a short conversation and I pointed out to him an interesting 
inscription on the back of the panel of a small Suzor-Coté.  It read “Pour 
Madame Léger, Suzor.”

Some weeks went by when I saw a man leaving the gallery, 
seemingly with a picture under his coat.  Quickly I went into the   
gallery and at first noticed nothing missing until I saw that where  
the suZOR-COtÉ had been, a different picture had been substituted.   
On a cold winter day, without bothering to put on a coat, I raced 
out of the gallery, but our visitor had vanished.  A car must have been 
waiting for him.

 Weeks later, a very dishevelled and unprepossessing man asked 
to see me on a personal matter.  He told me that several paintings were 
about to be stolen from our gallery.  They had been earmarked by the  
“collector”.  Asked if I could not do anything to protect myself, his answer 
was “no”.  There was absolutely nothing I could do, the paintings would 
be stolen.  I thanked him for the information, mentioned that I would 
under no circumstances make any payment, and the man departed.   
Immediately I called the police who came promptly with a number  
of photographs.  I had no difficulty in identifying my “informant”  
who was well-known to the constables.  He had only recently been  
released from prison and could be dangerous.  Should he make any 
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threats we were to call the detectives immediately.  They then told me 
that it was known to them where the stolen paintings went.  Could this 
person’s house not be searched with a warrant, I asked?  The policemen 
replied that this would be too risky, since it concerned a professional 
man, the paintings were surely not kept in his house, and without other 
evidence an action and costly settlement would result.  They assured me 
that one day they may be able to lay charges of an even more serious 
nature against the alleged recipient of our paintings and then a search 
could be made.  

Whether other paintings disappeared or not after that   
I cannot now recall, but after many months my wife looked at the evening  
paper which then still existed and noticed a small article about our  
detective arresting a doctor from the Town of Mount Royal and charging 
him with drug trafficking.  She had barely finished reading this to me at 
the dinner table when the telephone rang.  Our policeman asked us to 
come to an address in the Rockland area of the Town of Mount Royal.  
He said the house was full of paintings and we might recognize some of 
them.  It had been mentioned in the newspaper that the Doctor Houle 
had been released on bail, but I was nevertheless taken aback when the 
man known to me opened the door and wanted to shake hands with 
me.  I swept past him.   The little Suzor-Coté hung right opposite me 
and I exclaimed that this was one of the paintings which had been stolen 
from us.  The detective asked how I could be so sure, to which I re-
plied that unless it had been removed, there should be the inscription 
I quoted above on the back of the panel.  Sure enough, the inscription 
was still there, and all the paintings in the house were promptly seized.  
Eight were mine, but it took two more years before I had them back.   
I did not mind since the market had gone up substantially in the interim.   
Dr. Houle was given a prison term to serve and lost his medical licence, 
since recovered.  A wife and small children were in the house and the 
case is, of course, a tragedy of sorts.  Before leaving, the detective had 
taken me to the basement of the elegant house and stacked to the ceiling 
were champagne and liquor bottles.  The detective explained that they 
knew these came from hijacked liquor trucks, but as they could not be 
positively identified a conviction would be impossible and a charge just 
a waste of time and money.

◆

thE shERBROOKE stREEt tACKLE.  A man was seen  
leaving the gallery with a corner of a frame sticking out from 
under his coat.  My son Eric gave chase and at the corner of Stanley  
Street tackled the art lover who, sitting on the sidewalk, asked 
for a cigarette.  Eric took our painting and was about to lecture  
him and warn him not to set foot in our gallery again, but in 
the meantime the police had been called and were very quickly  
on the scene.  We learned afterwards that this thief had been  
recently released from prison.  He was out of luck and out of 
work and we felt sorry for him.  I had felt sorry for the family of  
Dr. Houle also, but never for Dr. Houle.  He encouraged unfortunate  
drug addicts to take the risks and steal for him to get drugs.   
I thought this was a particularly despicable crime.

◆

When Willy Watson retired in 1960 he asked me as a special  
favour to continue the arrangement that he had for many years with 
the DEs CLAYEs sisters, living in Devon, since they had returned 
to their native Cornwall in semi-retirement.  Berthe was 83 years 
old and Alice 70 years old, and they had taken back with them very 
many Canadian sketches and pastels painted during their many years 
in the Eastern Townships.  They had continued to work up small  
canvases from their sketches and sent these and earlier works to Watson 
for sale.  Watson, who had always been their dealer, continued to sell 
these works.  The sisters had depended on this yearly subsidy to their 
modest income and he was hoping I would continue this arrangement, 
which I was very pleased to do.  They sent me about a dozen works at 
one time and when these were sold they sent more.  In 1968 the sisters 
died within days of one another and I was contacted by their executor,  
a nephew who was a naval officer stationed in Cornwall.  By  
appointment, he brought us a steamer trunk full of the paintings and 
drawings left by the two sisters.  We were staying at the Ritz Hotel  
in London, and unloading the trunk from the car he had driven up 
with became quite a problem.  Over a period of several years we sold 
all the works; charming pastels were $75 and cost me now $1,000,  
at least, when I buy any!
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◆

I had been a founding member of the Professional Art 
Dealers Association of Canada, which we founded in Montreal.   
Eventually, the office moved to Toronto where most of our members  
were located and John Robertson, the Ottawa art dealer,  
was elected President.  Aaron Milrad had probably already decided  
by that time to specialize in law related to the arts.  He offered to 
serve as Executive Vice-President without voting powers.  I served  
as Director.  It had become my ambition to try to clean up the mess 
and shady practice, as I perceived it, with regard to cast bronze  
sculptures.  I wanted a strict and clear definition of authenticity  
sanctioned by PADAC, which dealers and auctioneers would have to 
apply, and I spoke about this at several Board meetings.  Several of my 
co-Directors, dealing entirely with contemporary works, would not 
have understood what I was talking about.  Others, possibly having 
sold posthumous sculptures, did not particularly favour too stringent a  
definition of originality.  Aaron Milrad was absolutely against it, saying 
it could lead to legal actions for damages by people whose interests were 
adversely affected.

At one meeting, without prior warning, I made a motion 
that the following definition should be adopted:  “A cast sculpture  
is to be deemed an original work if authorized by the artist and 
cast during his lifetime.  Inheritors of copyrights, by definition, 
can only make copies, not originals”.  After very little discussion,  
it was agreed that the addition suggested by Walter Moos, namely  
that an edition authorized but not completed by the artist could be  
completed by the owners of copyrights and would still be accepted by 
us as originals.  My motion was seconded by Peter Ohler, a Director 
from Calgary’s Masters Gallery.  John Robertson put it to the vote and to 
my delight and surprise my motion was unanimously carried.

At the next meeting, however, when the Minutes of the previous  
meeting were read, not one word was mentioned of my motion.   
I objected to the omission most vociferously but was told that the 
motion had not been properly seconded and, again, the danger  
of legal actions against PADAC was mentioned.  Ohler and Moos  
were not present at that meeting, the Directors of galleries dealing only 
in contemporary works were not at all interested, and we went on to the 

next item on the agenda.  So close to success, my efforts had been quite 
improperly thwarted.

Some years later Le Conseil de la Sculpture de Québec  
independently adopted the same principals I had fought for so long in 
various arenas and particularly with PADAC.

In my gallery, we never handled signed and numbered  
lithographs and bronze sculptures, except when we knew exactly from  
the provenance that they were authorized castings made under the 
supervision of the artist.

Frequently, while visiting exhibitions in France, I saw signed 
and numbered lithographs at a relatively high price and exactly the 
same without number and signature at a small fraction of that price.  
I never could believe that great artists such as Picasso or Chagall, for 
instance, would really sit down and number and sign hundreds of 
lithographs and I always thought this was likely delegated to some  
assistant who learned to do this credibly.  The market now seems to  
accept commercially printed lithographs to be called “original” when 
at one time only the ones printed by the artist could be called that.  The 
limitation of numbers just cannot be controlled, and even the printers  
who have an order for a certain number print additional ones for 
themselves to be put on the market at a later date when it has become 
profitable.  Dali had hundreds of empty sheets signed or signed them  
himself and left the paper with his printers to have an image  
added at a later date.

With bronzes the situation is not much different.  Foundries  
cast a few extra sculptures for themselves and then, of course, the 
widow, children, or owners of the copyrights continue casting 
when the market is right.  With paintings and drawings, expertise  
and knowledge, difficult to acquire, are paramount.  Sculptures  
show variations even if cast under the artist’s supervision.   
Accidental damages to the plasters are repaired by the artists, often 
with some variation, work that after his death has to be performed  
by foundry technicians.  A serious artist has enough respect for his work 
that he will strictly limit his edition and adhere to it permanently.  The 
most reputable art dealers in France smiled about posthumous sculp-
tures, regretting, in a way, that they would not sell them, because so 
much money can so easily be made!
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◆

As FOR BRONZEs.  In the course of the sixties and seventies,  
as I was in Paris on business several times each year, I occasionally  
called on the widow of the eminent sculptor, OssIP ZADKINE.   
She lived in a house with a garden in the Montparnasse district  
and had in her garden many sculptures by her late husband,  
some heroic in size and some piled one on top of the other.  Zadkine  
is probably best known for the wonderful monument in Rotterdam,  
commemorating the destruction of the city in the German air raid, 
unforgettable once you have seen it.  Mrs. Zadkine was a highly  
regarded artist in her own right, painting under her maiden name, 
Valentine Prax.  On one of these visits, she had a charming small 
bronze sculpture of a reclining woman which I wanted to buy.  It 
was marked 12/12 and Mrs. Zadkine made much of the fact that 
this was the last authorized bronze of the series of twelve.  There 
would never be any more, she said.  Recognizing an opportunity to  
receive an opinion from a knowledgeable source and information  
I had always been seeking, I challenged the statement about there not 
ever going to be more cast by asking her how I could be sure of this, and, 
more importantly for me, how I could give my clients this assurance.  
Her answer was that I could rest assured because she was not going to 
have any more cast now that the series was completed, even though she 
had the reproduction rights.  The following conversation ensued:

WK: How can I be sure you will not change your mind?

Mrs. Z: I am telling you now.

WK:  Are the plaster casts going to be destroyed, and what about 
your son who will eventually inherit reproduction rights which 
are valid for fifty years after the death?

Mrs. Z:  My son will not have more sculptures cast and the  
plasters will go to the museum in Albi.

WK:  What are you going to do with the plasters?  Will they be  
destroyed?

Mrs. Z: They will be donated to the museum at Albi.

WK:  What about the museum in Albi? We have seen what happened 
in the case of Rodin which the Rodin Museum still casts in large 
quantities?

Mrs. Z: Well, I have been given every assurance and am satisfied.

However, she continued, she did understand my concern, 
although according to her the worst offenders are the foundries.  
Her husband, when he had become well-known and prosperous,  
usually had six works cast at any one time, allowing himself  
another six at a later date.  The foundries, however, sometimes cast 
a few pieces for themselves.  They realized that these sculptures  
would become valuable in due course, and they could cast for just 
the cost of the metal.  Some “pirated sculptures” had come on to the 
market recently and she was at that very time suing three foundries,  
one in Germany, one in Belgium, and one in France.  All had committed  
the same offense.  It seems to be common practice.  I bought the small 
Zadkine but my enthusiasm for bronze multiple sculptures, always 
slight, had been further shaken.

◆

Well, I am suspicious.  I have had MME suZOR-COtÉ 
come to me, expecting to take my orders for bronzes.  I told her 
how I had sold many original sculptures and guaranteed my  
clients that there would be no more.  The result is that a copy bronze 
sculpture by Suzor-Coté sells now for not much less than an original 
casting, whereas a painting sells for more than twenty times the prices 
of the seventies.

I followed my principle “what you buy is your business, what  
I sell is mine”.  I never sold numbered lithographs, being unconvinced 
that the editions would really be limited as long as more could be sold.  
With bronzes, likewise, unless I know from an authoritative source 
that the work was authorized by the artist and cast during his lifetime.   
Completion of an authorized series would also be acceptable, but the  
notion that heirs of reproduction rights can have “originals” cast is  
absurd.  By definition, they can only make reproductions.
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To further illustrate the problem I have been trying to eradicate  
or at least make more difficult, more risky, and less profitable for the  
people who profit from the laxity of the market, I should also relate  
the following:  John McConnell used to be the owner of the 
now defunct “Montreal Star”, but I can recall only one article  
signed by him appearing in his publication.  He wrote that he  
had complained to the British Art and Antique Dealers Association  
about a sculpture by SIR JACOB EPSTEIN that he had bought in 
one of the most prestigious galleries in London.  I seem to recall  
that it was numbered “6/6” and the dealer had told him exactly  
where the other five works had been sold: the Tate Gallery had one,  
a museum in Australia, our National Gallery, etc... The subject,  
incidentally, was a “Head of Winston Churchill”.  McConnell had paid  
a considerable price but had since seen several more sculptures on 
the art market.  One had been in an auction sale in New York, another  
in a London art dealer’s gallery, and there had been others.  He was  
angered by this and disappointed that instead of supply and demand 
determining value, the cost of the casting in bronze (slight, relative to 
the value of the finished sculpture) was the key factor.  He telephoned 
Lady Epstein in London.  Lady Epstein quite cheerfully said that this 
work had become very popular and she had had a number of requests.  
In consequence of this, she had another series cast.  As simple as that!

◆

 During that period some almost convincing COBuRN copies  
appeared on the market in Toronto and Montreal.  They were very  
difficult to detect.  The copier used authentic Coburn stretchers, still 
with the red identification markings that were often applied by Coburn,  
and also the aluminium tacks for stretching the canvas which the highly 
trained artist was almost alone to use.  Coburn, with much respect for his 
own work, preferred them to the steel tacks, which tend to rust, rot, and  
loosen the canvas.  Small telltale marks existed but even experts could 
differ on those.  Provenance under these circumstances became very  
important.  The restorer, who had access to many original pictures, had 
made copies of them while these were in his possession, at first probably 
for study purposes.  There was little one could do when they came on the 
market, usually with a spurious provenance.  One lawyer wanted to try 
to make a case but gave up, saying there would be too many witnesses  

available to the defence, testifying the opposite and they would be 
equally credible to a jury of laymen who themselves could not tell 
the difference.  Very fortunately, these copies, now already thirty  
years old, have aged differently from the originals, having been 
painted with a different generation of colours.  Consequently, it has  
become much easier now to detect the spurious ones.  The lawyer  
mentioned above told me how difficult it is to succeed in court  
with a fraud charge.  He cited the Vancouver Stock Exchange where 
at that time very many shares were being sold by misrepresentation,  
lies and fraud, millions were made and lost and none had succeeded  
to put a stop to it.  There always have been and always always will  
be forgeries, and some artists even consider it a compliment  
to have  been forged.  Vlaminck admitted, or rather claimed, that he had 
painted several Cezannes now in museums in France.

Frederick s. Coburn (1871-1960)
Hauling Logs, 1927
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During the fifties, sixties, and probably all of the seventies  
good art restoring simply did not exist in Canada.  Even the Montreal 
Museum used a restorer who claimed extensive training in Italy but 
who was quite incompetent and damaged many pictures.  We had to 
go to a great deal of trouble to send paintings to New York and London  
for cleaning and relining.  Even there, methods were used which today 
are considered quite wrong.  One  restorer who worked in Montreal 
could do simple cleaning, and being a painter himself, could repaint  
damaged areas and surfaces well.  Most commercial galleries used his 
services.  It was known that he sold Coburn-type paintings to most  
department stores and marginal picture dealers.  They were signed with 
two different names and usually were very cheap.

With regard to authentic  Coburn works, though, a telephone caller  
from New York once asked me if we would be interested in buying a 
winter landscape by this Canadian artist.  The caller told me he had 
telephoned Eaton’s department store and was told that they would not 
be prospective buyers but our name had been given and it had been  
suggested he should get in touch with us.  My reply was that most  
certainly we would be interested, this being an artist whose work we 
always buy, if possible.  Asked how much we would be willing to 
pay, I had to give the usual explanation that it is impossible to give an  
estimate, sight unseen.  It all depended on condition, size, subject, date 
and other factors.  I was given the size, the date was in the early thirties, 
the subject was typical and the condition good as far as a layman is able 
to judge.  I was asked to make a non-committal stab at a possible price 
and I seem to remember mentioning a figure of $9,000 at a time when 
the Canadian and American dollar were about equivalent.  The caller 
now gave me his name and told me to expect him the following day, 
and he duly arrived carrying the picture wrapped in brown paper.  He 
had come up on a bus during the night.  I found the picture much to my 
liking, and in a few minutes the transaction was completed and I gave 
him the cheque.  

Of course, I was curious as to how he came to own this nice  
Canadian picture.  The man had spent a winter holiday in the Laurentians  
and, walking along on Sherbrooke Street before returning to New York, 
he had seen this landscape in a gallery window.  It appealed to him as 
a cheerful and fine depiction of the landscape he had just left behind.  
He could afford the asking price of $250 and had bought it, no doubt 

from the Watson Galleries.  He never for a moment thought of it as an  
investment.  He was now retired, had given up an apartment in  
Manhattan and moved to much smaller quarters on Long Island.  He 
could not find anyone in New York interested in buying the Coburn for 
which he no longer had room.  We both were very pleased and for a 
number of years I even received a Christmas card from “my friend”.  

On another occasion entirely, a remarkable incident occurred.  
The president of a large chemical firm called me and wanted to buy a 
Coburn to give as a gift.  It had to be a large and very good canvas and  
I had nothing I could offer him.  He tried elsewhere without success and 
came back to me, virtually pleading for me to find him one, as it was 
extremely important to him.  I had not long before made an appraisal of 
paintings belonging to a lady who had been a friend of Coburn and had 
six or seven very good canvases.  I decided to call her.  To my surprise, 
she was quite receptive to my proposal to buy one.  A widow, she had 
sold a house in the Town of Mount Royal and was having a small one 
built adjoining her golf club.  She would not have room for her largest  
Coburn.  My client was delighted and paid me $1,000 - the highest price 
I had ever asked up to that time for a picture which would now be worth 
at least $30,000.  What makes all this remarkable for me is that it is the 
only time in my many years’ experience that I actually purchased a 
painting by approaching someone with an offer to buy, when I had really  
no reason to think the owner had any intention of selling.  Usually the 
conversation starts with the question of how much I would want to offer 
and ends with my being thanked for my interest, but declining to sell.

◆

 The Protestant School Board of Montreal telephoned and asked 
me to make a valuation of some pictures that had turned up at the Baron 
Byng High School.  This was before Mordecai Richler in his writings  
made the school famous, but I knew it was in one of the less affluent areas  
of Montreal and that ANNE sAVAgE had been the art teacher there.   
She must have been an excellent teacher and inspired her pupils, some 
of whom later became noted professional artists in their own right.

Upon arriving at the school, I was astonished to see a very good 
A.Y. JACKsON canvas above the staircase.  In a lounge reserved for 
the lady teachers, in an inconspicuous drawer, I also found a number  
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of superb A.Y. Jackson sketches.  There must have been about six, 
some unframed, some in just about the cheapest frames.  They had all 
been painted in the late twenties to early thirties, each one exquisite.   
I remember my valuation was $3,000 each, today it would be a multiple 
of this figure, probably $25,000 each.  The principal, Mr. Arbuckle, told 
me that under Anne Savage, the graduating class, collecting nickels and 
dimes, bought one every year and they were selected by Anne Savage.

When the School Board received my valuation they began 
to worry about the safety of these valuable works and asked to get 
them framed, as they were now to go to the School Board building  
on Cote St. Luc Road.  I told Anne about this and she very strenuously 
objected.  She was retired then but still influential.  She maintained that 
these Jackson paintings had been gifts to the school, not to the School 
Board.  Until her death, they remained at the school, where they had 
been quite safe for about thirty years.  Afterwards, they were removed 
to the School Board building.

◆

The WALTER KLINKHOFF GALLERY has been at its present 
Sherbrooke Street location since 1959, when we moved from our first 
gallery on Union Avenue.  We rented our premises and our landlord was 
very clear about never selling any of his Sherbrooke Street properties.  
He was going to develop them and build a large apartment complex 
or hotel eventually.  After the unfortunate destruction of the beautiful 
and historic Van Horne House, the citizens and City Hall became more 
vigilant, and the old building we were in, as well as others on the same 
block, were declared to be  cultural properties.  No changes to their  
exterior appearance were to be permitted and real estate development 
became impossible.  In 1965 we bought the building which the owner 
had kept only for development at a later date.

By that time, it was already evident that our two sons 
were not only keen to work in the gallery but also had the talent  
and ability to carry on and further develop its tradition and prestige.   
Now we had a stable base from which we could no longer be  
dislodged from one year to another.  The location and street we 
were on had always been as good as that of any art gallery known 
to me in other cities.  Moreover, we now had the whole parking lot 

in the rear, with direct access to the gallery.  Before, we were able 
to rent one space only.  With parking very difficult on Sherbrooke  
Street, I had always realized the importance of the easy access from  
the back of the building where trucks can make deliveries and whole 
exhibitions can be moved in and out with relative ease.

Montreal had to go through difficult times - bombings, kidnap- 
ping and murder, a separatist government and finally a referendum.  
People had moved away, head offices also, and real estate prices  
tumbled.  I believe I saved myself and my family much worry when 
from the very beginning I declared that under no circumstances would  
I move away from Montreal.  I had been happy here, had established  
the gallery here, and would be buried here.  We were all quite comfort-
able speaking French.  The children were all born here.  I told them to 
insist on their birthright and they will be happier here than anywhere 
else in the world.

 All of a sudden, real estate people started to drop in at the  
gallery, quite casually.  They would claim, for instance, to know a lady 
who would be foolish enough to buy our property.  We might even be  
able to get close to our cost back, etc.  I always replied that I was not  
interested and would not contemplate selling.  They did not believe me.  
I do not think a price was ever mentioned and I did not want to know, 
it was irrelevant.  Buildings in our block started to change hands, the  
Athelstone House, Holland House, and others, always some mystery  
buyer.  Just before the (first) referendum, with the outcome very  
uncertain, an acquaintance in the real estate business spoke to me very 
seriously.  I believe at that time he could have bought just about any 
other property in Montreal, and he was most incredulous when I told 
him to please believe me, I am not holding out for a big price but just 
wanted to keep the building I had coveted for so many years and now 
owned.  Finally, it was disclosed to me that Alcan was going to build 
its head office building around our location if they could assemble the 
land on Sherbrooke Street and behind.  I told them that I would greatly 
welcome them as neighbours but would not want to sell.  

It happened that the Alcan Chairman and two of the most senior 
officers and directors were members of my tennis club, the Montreal 
Indoor.  Keen tennis players all, we had often played together, knew 
one another well enough so that from the very first a certain rapport 
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existed.  I would otherwise quite frankly have been afraid of so powerful 
a neighbour, but knowing the highly principled persons I was dealing 
with at Alcan gave me much assurance.  They had been so sure that  
I would sell in the end that they had gone ahead with making architectural  
plans.  One day, their architect, Ray Affleck, came to see me.  It would 
be a tragedy for all concerned were I to refuse to cooperate.  It would be 
a tragedy for Montreal.  That got to me.  I told Ray Affleck finally that if 
he could develop plans which would give me roughly the same amount 
of parking space that I had, plus access to the gallery from the parking, 
they should pay me the average price per foot of the land they would 
buy from me and could do as they please above and below the parking 
level.  From then on, everything was very amicable and went smoothly.  
We had to move next door for a few months while a sprinkler system 
was installed and other changes were made.

We became part of a beautiful development, had kept our  
property, had parking in a heated garage instead of the outdoor lot, and 
had kept access from the garage.  We also had a show window in the 
atrium and much better security than previously.  Alcan also had all they 
wanted and had an option for first refusal should we ever wish to sell.  
The complex won several architectural prizes and honourable mentions.

◆

thE DuPLEssIs ERA. Maurice Duplessis liked paintings, 
and, judging him strictly from my personal experiences, I could not  
call any of his actions corrupt.  Every year as Christmas approached,  
several engineering firms, contractors and architects started  
looking for paintings to give to the “chef”.  Some of these companies 
had been awarded millions of dollars worth of contracts during the 
course of the year and had gone to his secretary, Mlle Auréa Cloutier, to  
inquire if they could give a small gift and what would be acceptable.  
They all were told that the chef would not accept anything except  
perhaps a small painting.  He particularly liked Canadian and French 
paintings.  The art market in the late 50’s and early sixties was still so 
low, it seems quite incredible now.  A nice Cullen or Coburn would 
be maybe $300, a nice small Krieghoff landscape would be $800, one 
of his figure subjects only half that!  Before Christmas, we would have  
several parcels to deliver to Duplessis at the Chateau Frontenac and 

quite a number more to some of his senior ministers who had also  
become art lovers.

The art gallery that benefited most was the Watson Art Galleries.   
Highly regarded and in business since 1905, they had access to very 
good paintings at that time.  Willy Watson told me years later that he 
would always have to give Duplessis an appointment on a Sunday 
when the gallery could be locked.  Duplessis would select the paintings 
he liked best and people would come in and buy them as gifts.  Like so 
many politicians, his character was complex.  His lady friend, an Anglo-
phone of Scottish ancestry, once told me that Duplessis must always be 
judged by what he does, not by what he says.  He had been responsible 
for the Montreal Protestant School Board legislation, at the same time he  
discriminated unfairly against Jehovah Witnesses.

During the period I am writing about, gifts of up to any value 
could be donated and treated as a business expense.  This was changed 
in a budget a few years later and only gifts up to $50 could be given and 
written off as an expense.  Above that figure it would be treated for tax 
purposes as a personal gift and would be paid for with after-tax money.  
This abruptly finished the business of giving paintings, something the 
companies may have regretted less than the art dealers. 

◆

DOugLAs DuNCAN was odd in many ways.  A man of  
probably quite considerable personal means, he had started a picture 
loan business, operating from a first floor showroom in an old building on 
Yonge Street in Toronto.  As an art dealer, he was a complete dilettante.   
In his bulging wallet he had cheques given to him a year before and 
never deposited in the bank.  He forgot about invoices and was most  
unbusinesslike.  However, he had good taste and handled some excellent  
pictures, which were relatively easy to come by in the late 1950s and 
1960s.  His favourite artist was DAVID MILNE, whom he had helped 
very much by buying many of his works when the artist needed money 
to keep painting.  Blair Laing, at that time, also liked Milne’s work very 
much but he frequently told me that it was impossible to even get $10 for 
any one of them in Toronto.  Duncan persisted.
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With enough energy and stamina, and particularly living in  
Toronto where one could visit Duncan frequently, one could occasionally  
buy one or two paintings from him.  The story one heard from him was 
always the same: yes, I will put two aside for you but I have to sort 
them out in my basement and have not been able to get around to it.   
I dropped in every time I was in Toronto, and each four or five visits 
he would actually have two or sometimes three paintings available.   
I always bought them immediately.  The fact is, I have hardly ever seen a 
Milne I did not like although some are, of course, better than others, and  
Duncan’s prices were always very reasonable.  Basically, he was a  
collector and a hoarder and just disliked selling anything.

On one occasion, in his showroom, I was again pleading  
with Duncan to let me purchase a few pictures and a lady standing not 
far from us overheard the conversation.  She approached Duncan and 
remarked on the tragedy that Milne had not lived to witness the success  
of his work and benefit from it.  Duncan, in his usual gruff manner, 
turned to her and said “don’t talk such rubbish.  Milne had the most 
wonderful life imaginable.  He did exactly and uncompromisingly only 
what he wanted and that was to paint. Few people live such happy lives.  
If Milne had canvas and paints, or even just paper and watercolours,  
he was as happy as can be, selling the works and money  meant nothing 
to him.”  The lady stood corrected.

◆

gORDON BuCK, a senior executive of Bell Telephone Company, 
was interested in Canadian art and had bought most of his collection 
from us.  One day, he came in carrying a small painting and asked me 
what I thought of it.  I immediately recognized it as a very nice Robinson.   
It was even signed with the artist’s initials, not uncommonly for  
Robinson, but just the lovely muted colours made it unmistakable.  When 
I offered to buy the sketch, Gordon declined but told me a remarkable  
story of how he had acquired it.

He had spent the weekend near the southern tip of Lake  
Memphremagog, just across the American border.  He usually visited  
antique shops and in one, hanging high up near the ceiling, he  
recognized what he thought was a Robinson.  He asked the shop owner 
how much he wanted for the “frame” hanging high on the wall.  The 
owner, quite angry, explained that the picture went with it and he 
would not sell the frame separately.  They settled on the price, I believe 
it was $15., before the “frame” was taken off the wall and Gordon took  
his leave.

◆

When Place Ville Marie had been ready for occupation, the Royal 
Bank moved their offices to several floors and furnished this Montreal 
head office in a manner appropriate for a great corporation. A committee  
selected some paintings, always quite inexpensive and very ordinary  

David B. Milne (1882-1953)
The Black Couch, c. 1914
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pictures of purely decorative appeal and little artistic merit. The 
President, Mr. McLaughlin, had to approve these purchases, and on one 
occasion in his private office I was pleased to see a fine Cullen Laurentian 
landscape. I told Mr. McLaughlin how I admired this picture and that, 
in my opinion, he should be buying great Canadian paintings which 
were easily available at that time for what today would seem ludicrous, 
even impossibly cheap prices. Thomson canvases, Emily Carr, Milne, 
and marvellous museum quality Group of Seven canvases were readily  
available in dealers’ galleries waiting for buyers. I pointed out the  
carpets, drapes, and custom-made desks of the executive floor, saying 
that in thirty years’ time these will probably all have been replaced, 
representing no value, whereas great paintings would then command 
much higher prices. I mentioned that there must be a large appropriation  
for the move, and that the cost of paintings would not represent a  
sizeable amount, expressed as a percentage of total cost. Money should 
not be an object, this being their stock in trade and such purchases 
would be a good investment for the bank. In retrospect, this was quite a  
prophetic remark but Mr. McLaughlin responded negatively. He told me 
that the Cullen painting hanging behind him was his personal property.  
No shareholder at an annual meeting would ever criticize the costs of 
desks and rugs, but the price of a painting could lead to embarrassing  
questions being asked by shareholders who would rather see their  
dividends increased. We had to leave it at that.

◆

MORRICE sketches and many marvellous canvases appear to  
be very thinly painted and the thought and worry arises as to whether 
they, perhaps, had been over-cleaned.  Quite often the canvas or panel 
were left almost bare.  Questioning Mr. Watson about some bare areas 
of a sketch that either he or I had at that time, I listened to a story that 
he also related in part in his own interesting book of reminiscences.  
He told me how Morrice, working very quickly and applying the  
colours quite generously, always held a rag in his left hand, wiping off 
the newly applied paint.  He achieved great luminosity of colour but at 
the expense of impasto, which is only found in his early works.  Watson 
told me how he had sat next to Morrice at the window of the Windsor  
Hotel, watching the artist paint the cabstand below on Dominion  
Square.  The sketch was immediately bought by Dr. Francis Shepherd,  

but was acquired more than fifty years later by Mr. Watson, who kept  
it in his personal collection.  As it has not come on the market again,  
as far as I know, it must still be owned by one of his daughters.  Watson 
wrote that it had taken Morrice about two hours to complete the sketch, 
while he sat at the window.  

In connection with the story about Morrice painting from the 
window of the Windsor Hotel, I looked up Watson’s booklet which had 
been printed twenty years ago, and which I would have proof-read one 
or even two years before that.  I had not laid eyes on it since but found 
it even more interesting now, after the passage of many years.  During 
the Watson years, Montreal was truly a world-renowned art centre with 
great collections being formed by leading citizens who also contributed 
marvellously to the collection of our museum.  It was still a time without 
income taxes, sales taxes, general sales taxes, export controls, and many 
other impediments that discourage the collecting of truly great art.  Only 
the United States still has some semblance of freedom in this field and 
benefits immensely from this advantage.

Walter Klinkhoff,
from an unfinished manuscript, 1995.
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